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Abstract: 

The creep and anelastic recovery characteristics of a 10%Cr steel have been systematically 

investigated at 600°C after subjecting the test material to various prior deformation histories. Constant-

load forward creep tests on specimens, either with a tensile or compressive preloading history, 

indicated that over- and reverse-preloading respectively decreases and increases the early primary 

creep rate of the steel. The extent of decrease (or increase) in early primary creep rate is also found to 

be directly proportional to the magnitude of stress during prior loading while such a correlation is not 

clearly evident for material deformation in the secondary and tertiary stages. Specifically, the creep 

rate in the secondary and tertiary stages is lower for specimens with a compressive prior loading while 

the rupture time is notably shorter for tensile pre-loaded specimens. The observed effect of prior 

loading on the early primary creep behaviour can be explained by considering micro-backstress 

development (as a consequence of dislocation pile-up formation during the prior loading phase) that 

subsequently introduces a kinematic hardening effect to the material’s viscoplastic response.  The 

second set of experiments involve monitoring the anelastic recovery behaviour immediately after 

accumulation of a similar amount of time-dependent strain either under forward creep (load control 

mode) or stress relaxation (strain control mode) condition in completely unloaded 10%Cr steel 

specimens at 600°C. Experimental observations indicate that the higher the stress magnitude during 

the prior loading phase the greater and faster the anelastic recovery at zero stress. Further findings 

show the mode of prior deformation (creep or relaxation) to also not noticeably influence the 

subsequent anelastic recovery behaviour. The observed anelastic recovery characteristic can be 

mechanistically interpreted by consideration of the time-dependent material back-flow due to the 

relaxation of dislocation bows and pile-ups generated during the prior deformation. 
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1. Introduction 

Fracture-critical components such as rotors in turbines and main steam pipes and headers in boilers 

typically operate at steam temperatures up to 625˚C in ultra-supercritical (USC) power plants.  

Advanced high-chromium (9-12%Cr) martensitic/ferritic steels are the most preferred class of 

materials for such components not only because of their superior mechanical properties but also for 

their critical role in lowering carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions through improved operating efficiencies 

[1,2].  Although the initial development of 9-12%Cr steels dates back almost a century [3], their 

microstructure has been progressively optimised by metallurgical alloying especially over the last few 

decades to further enhance long-term elevated temperature properties.  These improvements, for 

example, have consequently led to a ~30% reduction in CO2 and other environmentally damaging gas 

emissions in USC plants [4,5].  It has also been well documented that the resistance of 9-12%Cr 

steels to elevated temperature deformation is greatly dependent on both the distribution of various 

microstructural features (i.e. laths/subgrains, dislocations, precipitates etc.) and their evolution over 

time [6-12].  Similar to observations reported for low-alloy steels [13-17], recent experiments have 

indicated the creep resistance of various 9-12%Cr steels to be significantly modified as a 

consequence of prior monotonic/cyclic plasticity at elevated temperatures [16,18-23]. Systematic 

consideration of the influence of prior loading transients on creep is important for effective remnant life 

assessments and for improved design protocols in the future [11,23,24].  The overall objective of this 

work is therefore to provide detailed scientific insights on the effect of prior deformation on subsequent 

creep deformation behaviour of a 10%Cr martensitic steel at 600˚C.  The scope of study is further 

expanded by evaluation of the effect of prior deformation on subsequent anelastic recovery behaviour 

of the steel at 600°C. 

Preliminary research efforts from the authors in this context showed the creep resistance of a 10%Cr 

steel to be modified as a consequence of prior deformation [16,19].  Test matrices included monotonic 

stress-relaxation experiments at strain amplitudes ranging from 0.075% to 0.50%.  The available 

stress-relaxation data could be converted to equivalent forward creep data using different analytical 

methodologies [25-29] but they may not be able to satisfactorily capture the material deformation in all 

the three distinct creep regimes.  Instead, evaluation of the constant load creep behaviour for 

testpieces with different prior deformation conditioning have therefore been employed in the current 
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study for a 10%Cr steel at 600˚C.  Experimental observations indicated that the effect of prior-

deformation is different for the various creep regimes.  A discussion on possible micromechanical 

mechanisms responsible for the observed behaviour has been provided, while it is acknowledged that 

further detailed microstructural investigation is required for definite determination of the responsible 

mechanism.  

Anelastic recovery, first reported by Zener [30], is the retrieval of previously accumulated inelastic 

strain over time after stress unloading and is an important consideration in the mechanical analyses of 

high temperature alloys under varying stress conditions [31].  Although quite a few studies exist in the 

literature for other metals on the nature (and causal micromechanisms) of anelastic backflow [32], only 

two such studies [31,33] exist for 9-12%Cr steels to the authors’ knowledge. Since any significant 

inelastic strain decrement due to anelastic recovery can markedly influence the material response on 

reloading, it is thus important to understand its effect at/near the peak operating temperature [31]. 

In summary, the overall objective of this work is to provide insights on the effect of prior deformation 

on the subsequent creep and anelastic recovery response for a 10%Cr steel at 600˚C.  Details of the 

test material and experiments conducted as part of this work are given in Section 2.  Section 3 outlines 

the obtained experimental results, and the scientific relevance of these results is finally discussed in 

Section 4. 

2. Experimental Details 

Test Material:  

The test material chosen for this study is an advanced high-chromium forged rotor steel that originated 

as Steel F (melt 3A) within the European COST501 programme in the early 1990s [34]. The nominal 

chemical composition (in weight%) of major alloying elements in the chosen material, referred 

hereafter as 10%Cr steel, is as follows: 9.98%Cr, 1.50%Mo, 0.60%Ni, 0.48%Mn, 0.17%V, 0.15%C, 

0.10%Si, 0.05%Nb and 0.04%N.  The typical maximum application temperature for this steel is 600°C 

implying a ≥ 50°C temperature advantage relative to low-alloy 1%CrMoV steels [35].  Like other high-

chromium steels [11], the test material has a tempered martensitic microstructure after quenching and 

subsequent tempering heat treatment (see Fig. 1).  The excellent creep resistance offered by this steel 

stems from the presence of primarily Cr-rich M
23

C
6
 (M: metal) carbide precipitates decorated along the 

lath/subgrain boundaries while the high Cr content imparts enhanced oxidation resistance at elevated 

temperatures.  Besides solid solution strengthening by Mo, carbonitride precipitates of the type MX (M: 

V or Nb; X: C and/or N) and M
2
X (M: Cr or V) offer secondary hardening both within the subgrains and 
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along the boundaries. Table 1 gives the chemical composition of the investigated 10%Cr steel in this 

study. 

Table 1.  Chemical composition of the investigated 10%Cr steel (wt %) 
C Si Mn Ni Cr Mo V Nb N 

0.13 0.08 0.56 0.56 10.36 1.51 0.17 0.05 0.053 
 

 

Test Specimen and Setup: 

Cylindrical dogbone specimens with a gauge diameter and parallel length of 7mm and 20mm, 

respectively were used for the experimental program, refer Fig. 2.  Tests were conducted in an 

induction heating based closed-loop servohydraulic system of 100kN capacity held under controlled 

atmospheric conditions (22˚C, 50% relative humidity).  Following the recommendation outlined in [36], 

an optimised split coil design with a passive coil was employed for induction heating to achieve a 

thermal gradient of ±1°C from the target temperature along the specimen parallel length.  Three s-type 

thermocouples were spot-weld for monitoring temperature in the parallel length, one at the middle and 

one each at 9mm from either side of the middle.  In particular, the middle thermocouple was digitally 

controlled to within ±0.2°C of the target temperature during the course of an entire test.  A class 0.5 

side-entry extensometer with a datum leg spacing of 15mm was used for the control and 

measurement of axial creep strain (see Fig. 3.).  A calibrated integral load cell was used for the 

measurement of axial load acting on the specimen.  

Test Matrix: 

In accordance with the two major objectives proposed in this study, the experimental testing program 

comprised two sets of tests. Tests in Set A were designed to systematically evaluate the effect of prior 

deformation on subsequent creep behaviour.  In contrast, the focus of Set B tests was to specifically 

investigate the anelastic recovery behaviour after different pre-loading histories.  A detailed description 

of both sets of experimental tests is provided next. 

Set A: 

To systematically evaluate the influence of prior deformation on subsequent creep response, the 

constant-load behaviour of specimens subjected to different pre-loading histories was evaluated under 

otherwise similar forward creep loading.  Evaluation of the subsequent creep response included 

constant-load creep testing at two different stress levels: a) a relatively low stress level of 200MPa for 

a duration of 40 hours and b) a high stress level of 300MPa for <12 hours (terminated once the 

specimen clearly exhibited tertiary creep deformation).  It is important to point out that these stress 

levels were chosen after estimating the stress to be 240MPa at the limit of proportionality (σ0.01%) for 
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the chosen 10%Cr steel at 600˚C (see Fig. 4).  Moreover two baseline creep tests were also 

conducted on specimens with no prior deformation history, one each at 200 and 300MPa in load-

control mode.   

At the chosen stress of 200MPa, five forward creep tests were conducted on specimens that had 

either a tensile or compressive pre-loading history.  For each of these tests, specimens were loaded 

monotonically in tension or compression to a predefined stress value and then ramped immediately to 

200MPa.  As evident from Fig. 4, the tensile pre-stress levels of 350 and 400MPa led to considerable 

plastic yielding in the test specimens before subsequent creep testing at 200MPa.  Similarly, for the 

specimens subjected to compressive pre-loading before creep testing at 200MPa, the chosen pre-

stress levels of -350 and -400MPa led to plastic yielding of the material in compression.  In addition, a 

third test with compressive pre-loading only up to -200MPa with no significant yielding was conducted.   

For the chosen stress level of 300MPa, two creep tests were additionally conducted on specimens that 

had either a tensile or a compressive pre-loading history.  The same pre-stress value of 400MPa was 

employed both in tension and compression that led to plastic yielding of the material before 

subsequent creep testing at 300MPa.  The particular details for each of these tests can be found in 

Table 2.  Fig. 5 shows the variation of stress during the tests of Set A.  The loading and unloading 

ramp rate during the transients was kept at 100MPa/s. 

Set B: 

Seven experiments were specifically designed to investigate the influence of different pre-loading 

histories on the subsequent anelastic recovery behaviour of the considered 10%Cr steel at 600°C. 

Each of these tests first involved the accumulation of ∼0.07% time-dependent strain under either 

constant-load (forward creep) or constant-strain (relaxation creep) conditions during the on-load 

phase. In the subsequent off-load phase, anelastic recovery characteristics of the material for a 

stipulated duration of time was monitored after full unloading i.e. at zero stress.  Four of the tests 

involved constant-load forward creep at stress levels of 150, 200, 250 and 300MPa until accumulation 

of 0.066% creep strain and immediately followed by a fast unloading (at 100MPa/s).  The remaining 

three experiments involved stress-relaxation during the on-load phase that was immediately followed 

by anelastic recovery measurement at zero stress.  The specimens were loaded to a peak stress of 

250, 275 or 300MPa, kept under constant-strain control until a stress drop of 100MPa before a quick 

unloading to zero stress for monitoring the subsequent anelastic recovery behaviour.  The 

experimentally measured stiffness (E) of the 10%Cr steel at 600°C was ∼150GPa (see Fig 4) and 
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therefore a relaxation of 100MPa stress under constant-strain condition is equivalent to an 

accumulation of 0.066% creep strain (Δε
cr
=Δσ/E).  Therefore the amount of accumulated time-

dependent strain for both the creep and stress-relaxation loading, before the anelastic recovery 

measurements, was similar (=0.066%).  The particular details for each of these tests in Set B can be 

found in Table 2.  Fig 6 shows the variation of stress and total strain during the tests of Set B.  

Comparison of the anelastic recovery characteristics of the different specimens clarified the effect of 

different loading modes and their magnitude, for a similar amount of accumulated time-dependent 

strain, for the considered 10%Cr steel at 600°C. 

For both test campaigns, special care was taken to minimise any obvious difference in the testing 

protocol for the considered loading histories.  As mentioned earlier, the thermal gradient along the 

specimen parallel length was maintained within minimal scatter bounds (±1°C) during the course of 

testing.  Also, the ramp rate during transients for all the tests was kept nominally at 100MPa/s.  This 

ramp rate is intentionally high and was adopted to ensure minimal creep strain accumulation during 

the transients.  Furthermore, all the creep tests were conducted in accordance with guidelines 

provided in the  European standard 204 for uniaxial creep testing in tension [37].  The load and strain 

signals were recorded at a frequency of 100Hz during the course of each conducted test. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. As-received microstructure of the investigated 10%Cr steel (optical microscopy image, etchant: warm picric acid)  
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Fig. 2. Testpiece geometry used for the proposed tests 

 

Fig. 3.  Test arrangement used for the experimental program 

 

Fig. 4.  Determination of the elastic modulus and the limit of proportionality for the considered 10%Cr steel at 600°C 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 5.  Variation of stress during tests of Set A 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 6.  Variation of stress and strain during tests of Set B 

Table 2.  Summary of test details for the two sets of experiments proposed in this work 
 

Test 
ID Type of test Stress Pre-

stress 
On-load 
duration Test 

ID Type of test Stress On-load 
duration 

Off-load 
duration 

MPa MPa h MPa h h 
A1 

Constant-load 
creep test 

200 

+400 

40 

B1 
Creep-recovery 

test 

150 14.6 

30 

A2 +350 B2 200 0.66 
A3 - B3 250 0.04 
A4 -200 B4 300 0.01 
A5 -350 Test 

ID Type of test Stress-ini Stress-end 
A6 -400 MPa MPa 
A7 

300 
+400 

<12 
B5 Relaxation-

recovery test 

250 150 
A8 - B6 275 175 
A9 -400 B7 300 200 

 

3. Experimental Results 

This section reports observations and analyses of data from experiments conducted in this work to 

understand the influence of prior-loading history on the subsequent creep and anelastic recovery 

behaviour of the considered 10%Cr steel at 600°C. 

3.1. Specimen pedigree variability 

It is first important to check the loading transients from all the conducted tests to ensure that 

comparisons presented later are not arbitrarily influenced by factors associated with specimen-to-

specimen variability in mechanical response.  Fig. 7 shows the initial loading transient from all the 
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conducted tests with the peak σ–ε datapoint differentiated by markers for each of the loading histories.  

The stress-strain curves indicate minimal variability in the early uniaxial deformation behaviour of 

different specimens and the repeatable accurate control of testing conditions (e.g. temperature and its 

gradient).  This observation asserts that results presented in the subsequent sections can be assumed 

to be independent of specimen-to-specimen mechanical response variability.  The inset in Fig. 7a 

shows the symmetrical σ–ε response of the 10%Cr steel under monotonic tensile and compressive 

loading.  

3.2. Tests of Set A 

Results from forward creep tests at 200MPa with and without prior loading history will be presented 

first in this subsection followed by those at 300 MPa (Figs. 8 and 9, respectively).  

200MPa creep tests 

A series of forward creep strain vs. time plots obtained at the starting stress level of 200MPa is shown 

in Fig. 8.  Fig. 8(a) shows the creep strain evolution in the initial 180 seconds.  Negative creep could 

be observed for specimens subjected to tensile pre-loading (for the first ∼3-5 seconds).  Furthermore, 

the amount of negative creep generation was found to be directly proportional to the magnitude of the 

applied tensile pre-loading stress.  The propensity of the 10%Cr steel to exhibit negative creep after 

tensile pre-loading however diminishes rapidly over the next few seconds and the material starts to 

creep forward at a rate lower relative to pure creep.  In comparison to pure creep, the test material 

however appears to creep relatively faster with increasing magnitudes of compressive pre-loading 

stress.  For the test durations considered in this work (Refer Table 2 and Fig. 8(b)), compressive and 

tensile pre-loading respectively accelerates and decelerates the creep strain accumulation for the 

10%Cr steel. 

300MPa creep tests 

Similar to that shown for 200MPa in Fig. 8, creep strain vs. time plots obtained for the forward creep 

tests at 300MPa are shown in Fig. 9.  Fig. 9(a) shows the creep strain evolution in the initial 10 

seconds of constant-load application.  In contrast to the observations noted at 200MPa creep tests for 

specimens with tensile pre-loading, negative creep was not as discernible at 300MPa for the specimen 

with a similar history (A7).  As shown in Fig. 9(b), similar to observations from the 200MPa creep tests, 

tensile and compressive pre-loading respectively decreases and increases the extent of creep strain 

accumulation during the early primary creep regime.  The material response was found to gradually 
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change during secondary and tertiary creep stages with the A7 specimen showing relatively higher 

average creep rate and therefore the shortest rupture time.   

Figs. 10(a) and (b) respectively present creep rates evaluated for all the forward creep tests at 

200MPa and 300MPa with and without pre-loading.  

3.3. Tests of Set B 

Experimental observation from tests specifically designed for investigating the effect of prior-loading 

on subsequent anelastic recovery behaviour of the 10%Cr steel at 600°C is presented in this 

subsection. 

Fig. 11 depicts the accumulation of creep strain and stress-relaxation behaviour of the test material 

during the on-load phase of tests of Set B.  As expected, a time-dependent strain of 0.066% has been 

accumulated in all the seven specimens before the subsequent off-load phase. 

After accumulation of 0.066% strain, the specimens were quickly unloaded and the anelastic recovery 

behaviour under zero-stress condition was monitored.  Fig. 12 shows the anelastic recovery behaviour 

for the testpieces during the zero-stress relaxation phase.  For both the constant-load forward creep 

and constant-strain relaxation creep conditions, anelastic recovery starts at a high rate immediately 

after the unloading but then slows down as a function of time.  The rate of anelastic recovery after 30h 

appears to be negligible.  As can be seen, for a given pre-accumulated time-dependent strain, the 

amount of anelastic recovery is higher for those specimens in which strain accumulation occurred 

under higher stress levels.  The extent of anelastic recovery after 30h of unloading is between 0.033-

0.042% which equally corresponds to 48-63% of the pre-accumulated time-dependent strain.  Fig. 13 

combines and compares the anelastic recovery behaviour after both forward creep and stress-

relaxation testing indicating no significant effect of the mode of pre-straining (i.e. creep or stress 

relaxation) on the subsequent anelastic behaviour.  Fig. 14 finally compares the unloading behaviour 

of the different specimens of Set B.  Although the specimens showed very similar loading modulus, the 

unloading moduli are different and the higher the stress at the start of unloading the smaller the 

unloading modulus. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 7.  Comparison of the stress-strain response during the initial loading transient as obtained from specimens employed for 

tests in a) Set A and b) Set B. The inset in (a), a plot of the absolute magnitude of tensile and compressive stresses vs. strains 

during the nine loading transients, shows the symmetrical response of the test material at 600˚C 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 8.  Creep strain accumulation under 200MPa for specimens with different pre-loading histories.  a) behaviour for the first 

180s of forward creep loading and b) behaviour for the duration of testing (40h) considered in this work 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 9.  Creep strain accumulation under 300MPa for specimens with different pre-loading histories. a) behaviour for the first 10s 

of forward creep loading and b) primary creep response during the first hour of testing, with the inset showing creep deformation 

for the duration of testing (< 12h) considered in this work 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 10.  Creep rate evolution during forward creep tests at a) 200 and b) 300MPa.  The shown creep rates are the derivatives of 

smooth splines fitted to the experimental creep strain data using the curve fitting toolbox in MatLab [38] 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 11.  a) creep strain accumulation and b) stress-relaxation behaviour of 10%Cr steel during the on-load phase of Set B tests 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 12.  Anelastic recovery behaviour at zero-stress for specimens in Set B tests after a) constant-load forward creep and b) 

constant-strain relaxation creep 
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Fig. 13.  Comparison of zero-stress anelastic recovery behaviour of testpieces of Set B 

 

 

Fig. 14.  Stress-strain behaviour during unloading of testpieces at the end of creep and stress-relaxation tests of Set B 

 

4. Discussion 

In the following, the experimental observations presented in the previous section are further 

discussed. 

4.1. Effect of prior-loading on subsequent creep behaviour 

The experimental results indicate that reverse (i.e. compressive) prior-loading accelerates creep strain 

accumulation during the early primary creep regime while a tensile over-loading condition decreases 

the early primary creep rate.  Analytical interpretation of these experimental observations based on the 

conventional strain- or time-hardening rule is not possible and both the hardening rules predict that 

any type of prior-loading decreases the primary creep rate in subsequent creep loading which is in 

stark contrast to an acceleration of creep rate observed in this study and in [39-46] for other materials 

specifically after reverse loading.  A possible interpretation of the observed effect of prior-loading on 

creep behaviour during the early primary creep stage is provided below.  Detailed electron microscopy 
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studies are however required to identify and support the principal microstructural mechanism(s) that 

govern material deformation under the tested conditions. 

Inelastic deformation in metals is primarily accommodated by the generation, movement and 

interaction (with other microstructural features of relevance) of dislocations.  Newly generated 

dislocations at the initiation of inelastic deformation can easily move along active slip planes but tend 

to pile-up when stopped by obstacles such as grain boundaries, solutes, second phase particles or 

sessile dislocations (immobile dislocations, e.g. jogs) [47,48].  Increasingly higher pile-up at such 

barriers modifies the effective stress acting on mobile dislocations as the generated localised (micro-) 

backstress acts against the applied external stress.  The pile-up dislocations are loosely entangled, 

less stable and can exhibit reversible motion (and/or annihilation) to relax the backstress on reduction 

or reversal of the applied stress [47,49].  Further forward inelastic straining increases the density of 

pile-up dislocations and thereby the magnitude of the resulting backstress that consequently leads to 

lower effective stress acting on the mobile dislocations.  Reduction of the effective stress due to an 

increase in backstress is thus cited as one of the major reasons for the observed decreasing 

deformation rate during the primary creep regime [50-54].  Ultimately and for considerably large 

strains, the magnitudes of dislocation density and backstress at pile-ups saturate such that the 

secondary (i.e. steady-state) creep regime with a constant deformation rate ensues.   

The density of dislocations that exhibits reversible motion at the pile-ups increases for larger forward 

inelastic deformations accumulated under the higher applied stresses.  It is therefore expected that the 

dense dislocation pile-ups already generated during a higher pre-loading routine (e.g. tensile prior-

loading at 350/400MPa) reduces the deformation rate during subsequent loading at a lower stress 

level (e.g. forward creep at 200/300MPa).  For conditions where stress level during subsequent 

loading is significantly lower than that during pre-loading, the significance of pile-up dislocation 

backflow may also be large enough to bring about ‘negative-creep’ strain at the new stress level (e.g. 

for forward creep at 200MPa after prior-loading at 350/400MPa), Fig 8a.   

The dislocation pile-up consideration can also be extended to support the experimentally observed 

higher creep rate in specimens that were reverse pre-loaded.  Development of pile-up induced 

backstress during reverse pre-loading acts in favour of the applied stress during subsequent forward 

loading and thus accelerates the forward dislocation movement (along the lines of the 

phenomenological description for the Bauschinger effect [55] on strain reversal) [56].  Moreover, the 

development of backstress during reverse prior-loading has been reported to relax during forward 
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loading by reverse glide and mutual annihilation mechanisms [57]. Therefore reverse pre-loading not 

only does not reduce the creep rate (as strain- and time-hardening rules predict), but also accelerates 

the creep strain accumulation during early forward creep loading.   

Fig. 15 provides a simplified schematic illustration of the dislocation-barrier interaction mechanism 

expected after tensile prior-loading (Fig. 15a) and reverse prior-loading (Fig. 15b).  A similar 

mechanism has been considered by Carroll et al. [44] to explain the forward creep behaviour in the 

CMSX-4 single crystal alloy at 950°C before and after a stress reversal.  Their observations also 

indicated that for forward creep loading, a network of dislocations of opposite sign piled on either side 

of the narrow γ channels (i.e. at γ/γ′ interfaces).  The reversal of stress allowed opposite sign 

dislocations at both sides of the γ channels to move together and to result in an accelerated reverse 

creep.   

The above directional hardening (/softening) mechanism can be analytically explained via kinematic-

hardening, a concept used extensively in phenomenological cyclic-plasticity and -viscoplasticity 

models [58-60].  Accordingly to this concept, an effective stress can be expressed quantitatively as the 

difference between the external (applied) stress σ and the internal backstress X while assuming 

dislocation pile-ups to be the primary reason for the latter.  Incorporation of the kinematic-hardening 

concept into the basic Norton creep equation [61] for uniaxial isothermal creep deformation gives 

                                                 
1n

cr A X X  


             (1) 

where (σ – X) is the effective stress, A and n are material constants and 𝜀
cr
 is the creep strain.  As per 

Armstrong-Frederick [60], the equation for backstress evolution can be presented as 

                                                     Cr CrX C X                           (2) 

where C and γ are hardening and softening coefficients, respectively.  During a reverse (i.e. 

compressive, σ <0) pre-loading routine that involves inelastic deformation, backstress tends to be 

negative.  At the end of pre-loading and the start of subsequent forward creep loading (i.e. tensile, σ 

>0), a higher creep rate can be attributed to an increase of effective stress (i.e. (σ –X) > σ) acting on 

the material as the stored negative backstress acts in favour of the applied positive stress.  With 

continuous tensile straining, backstress however gradually increases towards a positive quantity and 

consequently decreases the effective stress on the material (i.e. (σ –X) < σ).  The magnitude of 

backstress keeps increasing until it reaches the saturation value of C/γ wherein steady-state creep 

regime characterised by a minimum strain rate ensues.  The kinematic-hardening formulation based 
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on Eqs. (1) and (2) was employed for representing the material deformation characteristics during 

200MPa creep tests with and without prior-loading histories (see Fig. 16).  The effectiveness of the 

kinematic-hardening assumption in closely simulating the experimental creep behaviour is clearly 

validated for all the considered prior-loading histories and that too particularly during the early primary 

creep stage.  An ongoing study aims to further refine the existing model formulation for representing 

the deformation behaviour of all the presented experiments in this study.    

The kinematic-hardening concept further predicts the secondary creep rate, after the early primary 

creep stage, to not vary significantly during forward creep for specimens with different prior-loading 

histories.  However the obtained experimental results indicate the tensile over-loading and reverse 

prior-loading to increase and decrease the secondary creep rate, respectively.  Although the 

kinematic-hardening consideration can closely interpret the observed early primary creep response 

after different prior-loading conditions, it fails to represent the observed experimental behaviour at the 

end of primary and secondary creep stages.  More detailed microstructural investigations are required 

to better understand the underlying mechanism(s) for the observed secondary creep response after 

prior-loading histories. 

4.2. Effect of prior-loading on subsequent anelastic recovery behaviour 

Anelastic recovery has been mechanistically interpreted in the literature in relation with pile-up of 

dislocations and bowing of dislocation lines or sub-grain boundaries etc. [47,62-67].  For example, Hart 

[68] considered dislocation pile-up at barriers to be the major source of recovered anelastic strain after 

unloading while Ghosh [69] attributed decrease of dislocation density during unloading to backflow 

and annihilation of dislocations that escape from pile-ups.  As explained in the previous section, 

decrease or removal of the external stress from a pre-deformed specimen allows dislocations in a pile-

up to move backward (and annihilate) and to relax the localised stress fields therein (i.e. backstress 

relaxation).  The backward movement of dislocations is fast at the beginning when the pile-up stress 

field is strong but slows down later as the stress field partially relaxes.   

Although it has been observed to increase by increasing the magnitude of prior accumulated inelastic 

strain during the primary creep stage [42,65,70-73], the amount of recoverable strain usually saturates 

for deformation during the secondary creep stage [42,65,70-73].  For lower strains, most of the 

generated dislocations are still loosely entangled at the pile-ups and can reverse glide and annihilate 

on removal of the external stress and result in almost full recovery of the accumulated strain [74].  

However, for higher amounts of both accumulated strain and dislocation densities, complex 
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interactions of dislocations with each other or with obstacles may hinder the capacity of dislocations to 

reverse glide and therefore decreases the ratio of recoverable to non-recoverable strains [74].   

The decreasing rate in the increase of recoverable strain during creep deformation can be 

phenomenologically interpreted by the kinematic-hardening consideration and backstress concept 

described earlier.  The Armstrong-Frederick [60] expression (Eq. 2) might be adopted to assumes the 

backstress to result from an increase in the formation of dislocation pile-ups at a decreasing rate 

during the course of primary creep deformation and to finally saturate at the start of the secondary 

creep stage.  Therefore it is expected that the amount of recoverable strain, that results from the 

relaxation of stress fields around the dislocation pile-ups, to also increase during primary creep with a 

decreasing rate and to saturate at the start of secondary creep stage. 

Experimental observations in this study indicated that, for a constant amount of accumulated creep 

strain, the recovered strain is higher for those specimens pre-loaded under a higher stress level.  

Similar observations have been reported earlier by Es-Souni for Ti6242Si at 500°C [42].  As mentioned 

earlier, the dislocation density at the pile-ups is higher for larger extents of inelastic forward straining 

under higher stress levels.  For a constant amount of accumulated time-dependent inelastic strain, 

faster deformation rate under higher stresses reduces the duration and therefore the extent of 

dislocation recovery.  Therefore for a constant amount of accumulated inelastic strain, a higher stress 

level during the loading phase results in a denser dislocation pile up and consequently larger extent of 

anelastic recovery after unloading.   

Furthermore, higher anelastic recovery for loading under a high stress condition can be explained by 

consideration of the bowing of dislocations or sub-grain boundaries under an external applied stress 

[62-66].  There is electron microscope evidence (e.g. [64,75]) from samples cooled down under creep 

loading conditions to indicate bowing of dislocation links as a result of the applied stress.  On stress 

removal, the bowed dislocations return to their unstressed state and result in the development of a 

reverse strain [75]. The curvature of the bow is proportional to the magnitude of the applied stress and 

therefore higher applied stress leads to a greater extent of anelastic strain recovery due to the un-

bowing of the dislocation lines (k = 1/R = 𝜏/𝛼Gb where k and R are respectively curvature and radius 

of bow, 𝜏 is the applied stress, 𝛼, G and b are material constants [76]).  In addition to dislocations, 

subgrain walls may also bow in response to the applied stress.  Of course, when the applied stress is 

removed, these boundaries can un-bow as well and generate a reverse strain [75]. 
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Experimental observations indicated the unloading modulus for experiments of Set B to be always 

lower than the loading modulus and also to be lower in particular for higher pre-stress levels.  This can 

be attributed to the simultaneous occurrence of anelastic recovery during the unloading transient.  The 

reduction of load allows some extent of anelastic recovery (negative creep) during unloading which 

affects the apparent unloading modulus and shows a lower value in comparison with that during the 

loading transient.  It has already been explained that higher stresses during prior-loading increase the 

extent of anelastic recovery.  Therefore, a higher prior-stress results in a faster anelastic recovery and 

a lower unloading modulus.  A lower modulus during unloading and its correlation with anelastic 

recovery has previously been reported [47,49,67,69].  For example Pavlina et al. [77] and Cleveland 

[67] have considered low moduli during unloading in particular for unloading after higher amounts of 

deformation or from higher stresses.  
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Fig. 15. Simplified schematic illustration of the kinematic-hardening concept based on the consideration of dislocation pile-ups in 

the vicinity of dislocation barriers for (a) prior-loading to a higher magnitude in the same direction and (b) reverse prior-loading. 

Bold black line represents a barrier and green arrows show the extent/direction of dislocation motion 
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Fig. 16.  Experimental data from Set A tests (only 200MPa) plotted along with predictions from  kinematic-hardening rule of 

  7.822 5 38.1 10 , 2.3 10 1.7 10X X X Xcr cr cr              

 5. Concluding Remarks 

Two sets of tests have been conducted to investigate the influence of prior-loading on subsequent 

creep and anelastic recovery for a 10%Cr steel at 600°C.  The first experiment set included constant-

stress creep tests conducted with 200 and 300MPa, with different tensile and compressive pre-loading 

histories.  Experimental observations indicated that the early primary creep rate is higher for 

specimens with reverse prior-loading and is lower for the specimens which were over-loaded before 

the start of the constant-load creep testing.  While neither creep strain- nor time-hardening rules could 

interprete the observed influence of prior-loading on the early primary creep behaviour of the alloy, the 

behaviour could be interpreted based on a kinematic-hardening consideration.  During prior-loading, 

dislocation pile-ups develop in the vicinity of dislocation barriers (e.g. grain boundaries).  The stress 

fields associated with such pile-ups deaccelerate and accelerate further deformation in the same and 

reverse directions, respectively.  Therefore it is expected that creep loading after prior-over-loading 

and reverse prior-loading respectively give lower and higher primary creep rates in comparison with 

the condition with no prior-loading.  The described mechanism cannot however interpret the influence 

of prior-loading on secondary and tertiary creep stages and further microstructural investigation is 

required to understand the governing mechanism for the observed influence. 

The second set of experiments aimed to investigate the effect of prior-loading on the subsequent 

anelastic recovery behaviour of the alloy.  The tests included accumulation of 0.066% creep strain at 

different stress levels under either constant-stress creep loading or constant-strain stress-relaxation, 

and subsequently monitored anelastic recovery behaviour.  The observations indicate that although 

the mode of prior-loading (i.e. creep or stress-relaxation) does not affect the subsequent anelastic 
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recovery behaviour, the higher the level of stress during prior-loading, the greater is the amount of 

subsequent anelastic recovery.  Such observations were interpreted based on consideration of the 

relaxation of dislocation bows and pile-ups upon unloading of the crept testpieces.  
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